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ABSTRACT
Audiovisual (AV) speech perception

exploits the inherent complementarity of
the auditory (A) and visual (V) sensors.
We provide new data on the expansion of
the vowel triangle in the auditory and
visual domain, and on the optimal use of
the A-V complementarity for fusion.
Then we propose a taxinomy of models
for AV integration. and we show that the
data in the literature are rather in favor of
the so-called MR model, recoding the A
and V inputs into an intermediary motor
space where integration occurs. Finally,
we show that the MR model is not only
plausible but also functional, since it
efficiently models AV identification for
vowels in noise.

INTRODUCTION
. It is now largely accepted that speech
rs a multimodal means of communication
that IS conveyed by the auditory andVisual system ([1]. [2]. [3]. l4]. (5])-Ilow do humans fuse the auditory andvrsual information? How can recognitionsystems integrate audio and visualinformation? Answering the first questionwe w1l_l deal with plausibility. whileanswering the second we will have to doWith functionality.

Studies on audio—visual integrationgenerally have one (and only one) ofthese two approaches: (1) engineeringapproach, dealing with functionalityconstraints or (2) experimentalpsychology approach, dealing withplausrbrlrty constraints (and most of thetime bypassing the conversion processfrom inputs into internal representations).This paper studies models of audio-visualspeech integration taking into accountboth 'plausibility constraints andfunctionality constraints. with anapplication to vowel perception.
Apart from general questions aboutsensory interactions and cognitiveprocesses, we have been defending foryears the idea that perceptual processingcannot be understood without a deep

knowledge of the structure of the stimuli
[6]. Our section I will here be concerned
with a set of new data about the
perceptual expansion of the vowel
triangle in the A and V domain. This will
clearly show the complementarity of the
A and V sensors for vowel place of
articulation. In section 2 we will propose
a taxinomy of models for AV integration
in speech perception, with three
successive binary questions leading to
four categories of models. We will show
how experimental data constrain the
choice towards one category, the so-
called Motor Recoding Model. Finally,
we will show that this model is not only
plausible, but also functional, since it
efficiently models AV identification of
vowels in noise.

1. AUDIO-VISUAL VOWELS

1.1. Physical characteristics
We recorded the vowels [i e s y a c: u

o a a] from a French speaker with the
ICP "Video-Speech Workstation" [7].
We obtained images of the speaker's face
with the corresponding synchronised
sounds. We recorded, for each vowel. of
100 realisations of 64 ms of sound with
the corresponding image.
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Figure 1. Fl/Fz representation of theacoustic stimuli used
‘ Their two first fonnants are presented
“'5 Figure 1. We observe the vocalic
triangle with vowel [y] close to vowel [i]

ut far apart from vowel [u]. Notice that
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even considering higher formants by a
global spectral shape analysrs. the [r-y]

distance remains smaller than the [y-u]

8 . _
onihle] extracted from the image the

following geometrical parameters of the

lip shape: inner-lip horizontal width (A),

inner-lip vertical height (B) and inner-lip

area (S). Figure 2 presents the stimuli tn

the A18 plane. We observe a clear
separation of rounded vowels ([y a u 0]),

semi-rounded vowels ([3 02]) and

unrounded vowels ([i e e a]). Notice that

vowel [y] is close to vowel [u] but very

far apan from vowel [I].

Figure 2. Width (A) /.height (B)

representation of the optic snmulr used

We summarize the [i. y u] acoustical

and optical contrasts in Figure 3.

Acoustical: i y{-———} U

Optical: i{————> y u

Figure 3. Acoustical and optical contrasts

We see that our stimuli are clearly

complementary. A number of further
analyses of the same stimuli [8] confirm
that height contrasts (e.g. [1] vs. [e] ‘15-
[e] vs. [a]) are best represented wrthm

the acoustic stimuli. 0n the contrary.

optic stimuli differentiate mainly the

stimuli by their rounding (e.g. [1] vs.

[y])-
1.2. Audio, visual and audio-
visual perception

We carried out a perceptual test on
these vowels presented with acoustic
norse.

Method
A group of 21 French subjects was

presented with 10 realisations of the 7
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French isolated (without context) vowels
[i e y a u o a] in audio-visual, vrsual and
audio conditions. with 7 signal-to-norse
ratios (SNR). We tested these 7 vowels
instead of the 10 available because _we
didn't want to test the mid-low/mrd-hrgh
contrast (e.g. [e] vs. [e]) WhICh may be
lost in isolation.

Results
Figure 4 shows 'the correct

identification results in percentage

corrected to the random level (zero

percent means that scores were at random

level). This figure shows better audio-

visual scores (AV) than audio alone

scores (A) and visual scores (V). More

detailed analyses based on transmitted

information show that this pattern rs true

for individual phonetic dimensions,

namely rounding, height and front-back

contrast [8]: we call this the

"complementarity rule".
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Figure 4. Correct identification scoresfor

the perception test

We also studied the perceptual

structure of the auditory and vrsual

perception (for full details, see [8]). We

show in Figure 5 a schematic display 0

the structure we found. We can see thhat

the auditory geometry rs stretched. 1n ihe

height dimension (.[i] vs. [a]) while he

visual geometry rs stretched in t e

rounding dimension ([1] vs. [y]). _

Hence our data reveal some audio-

visual complementarity: the best

information about place of articulation

perceived by audition IS the worst
perceived by vision and Vice-versa.
Notice that up to now audio-vrsual

complementarity had been rather

conceived as an Audition-Mode VISIOII-
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Place complementarity [5]. The
complementarity we found in our test is a
complementarity within place of
articulation. The complementarity found
in the stimuli (section 1.1) is enhanced by
the perceptual system (section 1.2).

iyu

Auditory Visual
Figure 5. Perceptual structures

2. MODELS FOR AUDIO-
VISUAL INTEGRATION

The_main theoretical options formodelling audio-visual integration inspeech perception have been presented bySummerfield [5. In the followingsections we present these options withslight modifications from our own.
2.1. Four models
Direct Identification (DI Model)_ his model assumes a directidentification of the inputs without anytransformation. The audio (A) and visual(V) inputs are compiled in a bimodalvector and then classified. Somecomponents of the bimodal vector are Aand some components are V (Fig. 6)KEy characteristic of the DI model:ere is no representation levelcommon to both ' '

signal and the maxim” between the

Separate Identification (SI Model)This model assumes that b0th m thave been compared to prototypical fo‘i'iln:

codes (one from the A 'e input) are then combinedof rules0; logical criteria (Fig 73)! meanse in ormation at the fusion I.also be continuous (and not dies‘cciicfeall
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The key point here. however, is whetherit is the result of a comparison toprototypes or not. Therefore. the FLMp(Fuz_zy Logical Model of Perception [4]_[9]) is one of the SI models because theinformation at the fusion level isInformation "indicating the degree ofsupport for one alternative" ([9]. p. 743),:(ey characteristic of the SI model:nputs are compared to rate
even classified) beforefiisigt. We: (or
Dominant modalit Recodin
Model) y 3 (DROne of the possibilities that CognitivePsychology presents for fusing twomodalities is the recoding of one modalityinto _the other —supposed to be thedominant modality— [10]. The DRmodel assumes that the auditory modalityIS dominant in speech perception. Thusthe _ Visual input is recoded into anauditory. space where both sources ofinformation are fused [ l I].

In this model the visual input is usedto estimate the vocal tract filter. Thisestimation is then in some sense averaged
wrth the one derived from auditoryprocessing. while the source
charactenstics are estimated only from theauditory path. The combined source andfiltering characteristics thus estimated arethen provided to a phonetic classifier
(Fig. 8).

Key characteristic of the DR model:
The Visual modality is recoded into anauditory representation space where it isfused With the auditory information.

Motor 5 ace Recodin MR
Model) P g (

This model assumes that both inputsare progected into a common amodalspace where they are fused. This space isamodal because it is homogeneous toneither _of the modalities (auditory orVisual): it is a motor representation space.IS supposes that, in order to perceive
Speech, we recover the common cause ofboth the auditory and the visual signals-namely: the motor representation [12](Fig. 9).

Key characteristic of the MR model:
Both inputs are projected into a "1010’

representation space where fusion occurs
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V Code
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Figure 6. D]Model

V / \ Code

(CZ?
Figure 8. DR Model

2.2. Three questions for a
taxonomy

We can attempt to classify the above
presented architectures under a synthetic
form by comparing them to the general
cognitive psychology models. To do so.
we can ask three questions.

(1) Does the interaction between
modalities imply a common intermediate
representation or not? The answer allows
a first opposition between Model DI (for
which there is NO common
representation) and the other
architectures.

(2) If there is an intermediate
representation, does it rely on the
existence of prototypes or not? In other
words. is it "late" or "early" (see [13]. p.
25)?

Integration is considered "late” when it
occurs after the decoding processes or the
comparison to prototypes (Model SI).
even if these processes give continuous
data (as with the FLMP). Otherwise.
integration is "early" when it applies to
continuous representations, common to
both modalities, and which are obtained
through low-level mechanisms which do

No common

Common
representation

Figure 10. Taxonomy ofmodels
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Figure 7. SI Model
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Figure 9. MR Model
not rely on any decoding process nor any
comparison to prototypes: It is the case
with models DR and MR.

(3) Is there at last any dominant
modality which can give a common
intermediate representation in an early
integration model (DR)? Or is this
common representation amodal (such as
in the MR model)?

These questions lead to the taxonomy
presented on Figure 10.

2.3. Three "plausible" responses
to the three questions

About the need for a common
representation _ _

In a study on the audio-Visual
perception of vowels, Summerfield and
McGrath [14] showed that subjects detect
the incompatibility between the auditory
and visual inputs, while they cannot
however avoid fusing both inputs.

Even young babies are sensitive to the
correspondence between auditory and
visual information of a speaking face
[15]. When they are presented with two
faces and only one sound, babies prefer
to look at the face that is articulating the

Dominant

representation

<:m we SI<:'&m:DREarly MR
Amado! (motor)
representation
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sound they are hearing.
Therefore. the need of a common

representation of auditory and visual
stimuli is inescapable. Stimuli can be
compared in that space before being
fused: stricto sensu. model D] has to be
rejected.

About the need for early
Integration

Subjects are able to estimate temporal
co-ordinations between the auditory
Signal and the visual signal: they can
estimate. the VOT audiovisually ([16].
[3]). This is clearly incompatible with a
late integration model where neither of the
two inputs provides information enough
to identify the voicing feature. which is
hence recovered from the co—ordinations
between the auditory and visual signals.
It seems that the evaluation of this co-
ordination should be done on signals that
are not_ the output of a prototype
icnofmparisor: (gin which case the

ormation e ' - ' 'ouId be 1050a ing to the co ordinations

it another experimen th '
rate perceived audiovisually i: Ell):311.3%
ofdhtli speaking rate perceived auditorily
an e speaking rate perceived visually
[l7]. . In addition. the audio-visual
speaking rate can change the phonemic3:31:11? betuieiesn] voiced and unvoiced

mes . This '
gmpanble with a late integraltisonhrilh‘tillellw1:35:21:31:: puantitative information
prototypes. ost after comparison to

These facts indicate that s '
{Ejake decisions from auldlif-cvtisfiirli ormation. decisions that are impossibleat... We. o d 'stage of processing. Lil: :iolllrllcargyMOdCl) have to be rejected. L s ( I
About dominance and
complementarity

We have see ' ‘. n in section I 2 that. _ . theBleestvivnfonnation perceived by audition isvers 0%: perceived by vision and vicecomal 1e DR Model cannot exploit thistra p pmcntanty because all the inputs arere ns ormed into an acousticcofiiiiigiilwiii b Thus. audiovisual. e Similar to acou 'scot};I1:52p?)RLet us!develop this idea he_ reco es the visual ' i ‘
a

_ in ut inton auditory representation wherepfusion
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takes place. From our data in ‘
1.]. two facts have to be pointed (limit;
Model DR Will try to recode visual stimuli
distant in the visual space (as [i] and [y])
into close points in the auditory space
and (2) stimuli close in the visual space
(as [y] and [u]) will need to be recoded
into distant points in the auditory space
This is represented in Figure 11. -

Visual: i ‘ ll
l aec°d‘“g l

. ,Y 4 Y
Auditory: I y ll

Figure l 1. Bad recoding ofModel DR

Point (2) results in a lack of stability of
the Visual-to-auditory transform, which
makes the problem of building this
assouation not trivial [19]. Point (1)
results in a lack of optimality. which
makes the DR Model not very efficient
for dealing with vowels in noise (see
section 3). But, more seriously, the DR
Model predicts that a given V input can
modify an A percept only if the V input is
conflictual or if the A input is noisy (see
an application of the DR Model structure
for norsy speech enhancement in [20]).
However.- some data in a study by Lisket
and Rossi [21] show that a V input can
bias a congruent and clear auditory
stimulus. Their subjects (French-
speaking speech researchers) were asked
to deCide on the rounding category of
each vowel. Let us concentrate on the
case of [in]. This vowel when presented
Visually was considered a rounded vowel
l%_ of. the . time. When presented
auditorily, it was rather considered
rounded (60% vs. 40% unrounded
responses). Finally, when presented
audio-Visually the percentage of rounding
judgements dropped to 25% (vs. 75%
unroundcd).

Hence. it is clear that some suhjticl-S
perceived the vowel [in] as rounded when
Presented auditorily but they judged it
unrounded when presented visually and
audiojwsually. This fact is hardly
conceivable within a DR Model which
recodes Visual input into an auditory
space. Consequently, the DR Model has
to be re1ected.
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Conclusion:
plausibility constraints

We have seen that (l) a plausible

model of audio-visual integration has to

use a common representation between

audio and visual inputs. (2) this

representation must be placed at an early

stage of processing. and (3) this

representation cannot be the auditory

representation.
The only model that we have not been

able to eliminate (Model MR) is in

agreement with these three points. We

will see in section 3.5 that it can simulate

the results found by Lisker and Rossi

[21].
In conclusion. the MR Model is

"plausible“: we will see in the next

section that it is also "functional".

3. MR MODEL FUNCTIONALITY

We will present in this section an

implementation of the MR Model for the

recognition of French vowels. This is the

first implementation of this model in the

literature. We proved elsewhere ([8].

[22]) that the DR Model is less functional

than the MR one. namely that it has

worse results in a recognition task.

The MR Model implementation is

based on simple but controllable tools.

which were chosen to allow a good

comparison with the DR model (see [8]).

3.1. Motor representation

A crucial choice in the MR Model
concerns the definition of the “motor
space” in which integration should occur.

Since we deal with static vowels, we

have chosen articulatory representations

based on three parameters. namely X. Y

(which are respectively the horizontal and

vertical co-ordinates of the highest point
of the tongue) and S (the inner-lip area).

Of course, X, Y and S respectively
provide articulatory correlates of the

front-back. open-close and rounding
dimensions (see Fig. 12).

Y

59

Figure 12. Motor representation
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3.2. From the inputs to the motor

representation
This stage was implemented thanks to

linear associations.
The auditory inputs were 20-

dimensional dB/Bark auditory spectra.

The outputs were typical values for X and

Y for French vowels. and the S value

extracted on the corresponding image in

the corpus.
The visual inputs were (A, B, S)

triplets. X (the tongue front-back

position) was supposed to be impossible

to estimate from the visual path. and S

was directly transmitted from the visual

input. hence only the association between

(A. B, S) and Y had to be learned.

Notice that all the corpus (e.g. 10

vowel classes) was used in this study.

3.3. Fusion of motor
representations

The integration consisted in a weighted

sum of the representations obtained by

each path (audio and visual). An audio—

visual estimate of the (X. Y. S) set was

finally derived. The parameter X was

estimated only from the acoustic path,

while the other two parameters were

determined from the corresponding ones

provided by both paths. This was

performed using the following formulas:

YAV = cry YA + (l—ay)YV

and SAV = as SA + (l-as)5v
where index A means auditory, V visual

and AV audio-visual. Parameters cry and

as are sigmoidal functions of SNR. The

parameter uY varied between a value

close to 0 for low SNR values (too much

noise; almost no available information in

the acoustic signal) and a value lower

than 1 for high SNR values (no noise; the

audio—visual peroept is influenced by both

the visual and the auditory inputs). On

the other hand. the parameter as was

never higher than 0.3 (indicating that the

estimation of S is mainly done from the

information of the visual path). The

parameters of the sigmoids were learned

under a criterion of minimal global error

for all learning realisations at all SNR

values.

3.4. Vowel identification

Classification was achieved by a

Gaussian classifier. We used a Gaussian

classifier in the (X. Y. S) space. with a
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choice of one between ten classes. The
learning corpus for estimating the mean
and covariance matrix for each vowel
class was based on (X, Y, S) triplets
deliyered by the auditory path alone on
realisations presented at 4 different levels
of norse covering a large range between
no noise and largely degraded but still
partly recognisable stimuli (SNR = 99,
24, 12 or 0 dB).

_ The whole schema is displayed in
Figure 13.

Vowel
F' .Migserle 13. Implementation of the MR

3.5. MR Model and
coEplementarity

. ow could this im - '
stmulate Lisker and Rosgil'gndiiileiali’fi']presented in section 2.3? It is known thatrounding is highly correlated withparameter S (inner-lip area). We saw thatthe audio—visual estimate of S by the MRModel mainly depends on the value of Sprovrdcd by the visual input. Howeverone'value. of S is also estimated from th:auditory input. Then, a decision abou:rounding can be taken from the auditori‘ilput alone or from the visual input aloneyhen both inputs (audio and visual) are
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present. the roundin decision '
depends on the decisigon taken frtinriiuili:
Visual input. This was exactly the case
found in the experience of Lisker and
Rossr [21] described earlier. Our
implementation of the MR M
simulate this result. Odd can

3.6. Results
_ We present in Figure 14 the
identification scores when the audio or
the audio-visual stimuli were presentedat
the input of the implementation. Since
dimenSion X (front-back) cannot be
estimated from the visual input, we
estimated a visual score by considering
(arbitrarily) all rounded vowels as being
back-vowels.

100'

80

8 SNR ldBl

- noise

Figure 14. Correct id t' t' IllMR Model en ifica ion for 6

Recognition scores in Fig. 14 are
lower than perceptual scores in Fig. 4.
This is due to both the higher number of
classesin the second case (10 vs. 7) and
the Simplicity of tools in MR
implementation. However. the
interesting point is that the visual gain

(difference between the A and AV
conditions) is high in the model. and it
respects the "complementarity rule":
transmitted information on each of the
three phonetic dimensions is greater for
the AV condition than for both the A and
V conditions [8].

CONCLUSION
We have shown that a plausible modcl

of audio-visual integration for Speech
perception requires three characteristics:
(1) use a common representation between
audio _ and visual inputs, (2) fuse 111C
modalities at an early stage of processing,
and (3) do not use the auditory space 35
the fusion space.

+ noise
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A model that fuses both informations

in the motor space (Model MR) has these

three characteristics. We have shown that

this model is also functional in a vowel

recognition task. We are currently

attempting to adapt this model to dynamic

stimuli, with more complex processing

tools and architectures. We hope that this

model should be able to produce some

McGurk effect (see [8]).
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